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Terrific tote

Fit for life

This gorgeous Urban
Cosmopolitan nappy bag
by Vanchi is complete with
a bottle holder, key clip,
dummy safe, change
mat and adjustable
pram strap. See
latoriana.com.au
to own one today.

Exercise scientist, nutritionist
and mother of two Fiona Thomas
Hargraves knows the challenges women
face, pre- and post-pregnancy. Her book Fit &
Fabulous (Allen & Unwin, $35) features simple exercises and nutrition
plans that are suitable for busy mums. Providing inspirational meal
ideas, as well as an overview of foods that will assist in maintaining
a healthy lifestyle, it also includes simple fitness routines to help
keep you active while you adjust to life as a mother.

Nappy time
Snugglers has been offering mums quality

body
balm

nappies at reasonable prices for over 35
years. With recently updated designs,
including colourful stripes, spots and stars,
they feature an ultra-trim absorbent core
and extra-stretchy
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oil and vitamin E, this
balm will ease the
discomfort of feeding
for mum and bub. The
Avado promise is to
create products that
are free from synthetic
chemicals and
artificial fragrances,
and are suitable for
sensitive skin. Visit
avadoorganics.com to
see more of the range.

In the bag
Fashion meets function with this Storksak Suzi
nappy bag, $184, from haggusandstookles.com.
au. Featuring five exterior
pockets, a padded
change mat and an
adjustable strap for
comfort, the PVCfree leather-look
fabric ensures
it is durable as
well as practical

Cover up

and stylish.

Sometimes it’s hard to find the right place
to breastfeed, which is why Keiki Designs
has produced a collection of versatile
breastfeeding covers, $44.95 each. With a
colourful range of stylish prints, they come
with an adjustable strap and roll up for easy
storage. Log onto keikidesigns.com.au.

Stretch relief
Be prepared! Once you give birth, chances are
you may have developed some stretch marks.
But with Trilastin-SR, $89.95 for a four-pack,
there’s no need to fear. With an antioxidant- and
collagen-rich formula, it is said to dramatically
reduce the appearance of new and existing
stretch marks. Visit trilastin.com.au.

Don’t second guess
If you really want to know the sex of your
baby, try the IntelliGender Kit, $95. Able to
be taken as early as eight weeks through
to week 34, this non-invasive urine-based
test provides results in 10 minutes. Get
yours from intelligender.com.au.
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Travel light
Downsize your load with this Grab
’N’ Go nappy purse. Including a
matching quilted change mat, it’s
machine washable and even has a
pacifier pod. See shopgirl.com.au.

win

Carry on BABY
BabyBjörn is back with another addition to their growing range
– the Baby Carrier Synergy. Made from 3D mesh to reduce heat
and moisture, it comes complete with sturdy back support and
shoulder straps to distribute baby’s weight evenly. With the
ability to hold up to 12kg, it can be easily adjusted and comes in
black, white or marine blue. There’s even a semi-removable front,
so you can lay your sleeping bub down without waking him. Be
sure to visit babybjorn.com to view more handy products.
For your chance to win one of three Baby Carrier Synergys
valued at $229.95 each, visit mychildmagazine.com.au and tell
us what material the Baby Carrier Synergy is made from.

Compiled by Kate Cowling & Sarah Friggieri. All prices are approximate

Cradle in comfort
An oldie but a goodie, the Milkbar
Feeding Cushion reduces back and
neck pain by elevating your baby to
chest height for breast- or bottlefeeding. Designed by a mother of
two, it’s compact and available for
$64.95 in chocolate, blue or pink.
Visit mummysfavourite.com.au.

Super stroller
The Chicco Cortina Travel
System, $995, combines a
stroller and car seat in one.
So whether you’re moving
baby from car to pram or
back again, you’ll have no
worries about waking him
– and you’ll save time.
With a five-point safety
harness, reclining seat
and dual rear-wheel
braking system, see
chicco.com.au.
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